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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “A devastating exposé of colleges and local law enforcement.... A
substantive deep dive into the morass of campus sex crimes, where the victim is too often
treated like the accused.” —Entertainment WeeklyMissoula, Montana, is a typical college town,
home to a highly regarded state university whose beloved football team inspires a passionately
loyal fan base. Between January 2008 and May 2012, hundreds of students reported sexual
assaults to the local police. Few of the cases were properly handled by either the university or
local authorities. In this, Missoula is also typical.In these pages, acclaimed journalist Jon
Krakauer investigates a spate of campus rapes that occurred in Missoula over a four-year
period. Taking the town as a case study for a crime that is sadly prevalent throughout the nation,
Krakauer documents the experiences of five victims: their fear and self-doubt in the aftermath;
the skepticism directed at them by police, prosecutors, and the public; their bravery in pushing
forward and what it cost them. These stories cut through abstract ideological debate about
acquaintance rape to demonstrate that it does not happen because women are sending mixed
signals or seeking attention. They are victims of a terrible crime, deserving of fairness from our
justice system. Rigorously researched, rendered in incisive prose, Missoula stands as an
essential call to action.  

“Excellent. . . . Krakauer doesn’t just tell the story of these crimes. As he has done so brilliantly in
his other books . . . he sets the story firmly in the context of social history.” —The Boston
Globe“An important, difficult and timely subject. . . . Meticulously reported, fascinating and
deeply disturbing.” —USA Today“Jon Krakauer began his career as an author of taut, finely
reported outdoor adventures; seven books later, he emerges as the conscience of a nation.” —
The Christian Science Monitor“Missoula will be a touchstone of any future correction to the rape
culture we live in.” —Minneapolis Star Tribune“Compelling. . . . Meticulous. . . . Krakauer is a
writer committed above all else to asking difficult questions. . . . [A] timely and important book.” —
Los Angeles Times“Compelling. . . . Clear and dispassionate, offering level-headed, in-depth
reportage.” —Chicago Tribune “A narrative nonfiction page-turner. . . . Krakauer skillfully
strengthens his sources’ recollections without taking away their agency.” —Buzzfeed“A
devastating exposé of colleges and local law enforcement. . . . A substantive deep dive into the
morass of campus sex crimes, where the victim is too often treated like the accused.” —
Entertainment Weekly“A good and needed thing. . . . Powerful. . . . Krakauer has done a great
service by taking on this subject.” —Newsweek“Krakauer exposes the cavalier attitude of police,
prosecutors and football fans toward victims of acquaintance rape in the Montana town full of
fanatics for the University of Montana football team.” —The Denver Post“A clear and undeniable
picture of a broken system. . . . Krakauer’s straightforward writing resists sensationalism. . . . This



is a book we all needed.” —Missoula Independent“A harrowing read. . . . Missoula stands as both
a reminder of the forces arrayed against women raising their voices, and of the tremendous
power of the telling of their stories.” —The Toronto Star“Krakauer’s evocative reporting, honed to
a fine edge of anger, vividly conveys the ordeal of victims and their ongoing psychological
dislocations. . . . A hard-hitting true-crime exposé that looks underneath the he-said-she-said to
get at the sexist assumptions that help cover up and enable these crimes.” —Publishers Weekly
(starred)“Riveting. . . . A raw and difficult but necessary read.” —Kirkus ReviewsAbout the
AuthorJon Krakauer is the author of eight books and has received an Academy Award in
Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. According to the award citation,
"Krakauer combines the tenacity and courage of the finest tradition of investigative journalism
with the stylish subtlety and profound insight of the born writer." www.jonkrakauer.comExcerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneOffice Solutions & Services, a
Missoula office-products company, didn’t have its 2011 Christmas party until January 6, 2012.
As a counterpoint to the chilly Montana evening, the staff decorated the place in a Hawaiian
motif. Around 9:00 p.m., thirty or forty people—employees and their families, mostly—were
chatting, playing party games, and sipping beverages from red plastic cups in a room
overlooking the parking lot when a shiny Chrysler 300 sedan pulled up and rolled to a stop in
front of the floor-to-ceiling windows, attracting the attention of the revelers. Two well-dressed
men with dour expressions got out of the vehicle and stood beside it. “It was a really nice black
car,” recalls Kevin Huguet, the owner of Office Solutions.As he was admiring the Chrysler, one of
Huguet’s salesmen asked, “Who are those guys?”Huguet had no idea. So he walked outside
and asked, “Can I help you?”“We’re Missoula police detectives,” the man who had been driving
the car replied. “I just need to talk to Allison.”“Allison is my daughter,” Huguet said, his hackles
rising. “You’re going to have to tell me a little more than that.”“Dad, it’s okay,” twenty-two-year-old
Allison Huguet interjected, having walked out to the parking lot shortly after her father.Detective
Guy Baker, who is six foot five and weighs 250 pounds, peered down at Allison, a slender
woman with bright eyes and a ponytail. “I need to talk to you,” he said. “We don’t have to do this
in front of your dad. How do you want us to handle this?” He and Allison walked away from the
car to speak privately, while Detective Mark Blood remained behind with Kevin Huguet.“Hey,”
Baker said to Allison in a warmer voice when they’d moved a short distance away. They’d
become acquainted four years earlier, during her final year of high school, when she asked him
to serve as her mentor for a school project. It had been a positive experience for both of them.
Explaining why he’d shown up during the company Christmas party, he said, “I thought it was
important to tell you in person as soon as possible: About an hour ago I arrested Beau
Donaldson. I got a full confession from him, and he is in jail.”Allison’s eyes brimmed with tears of
relief.Over by the Chrysler, Kevin Huguet grew impatient as he watched Allison and Baker
conferring. “You know what?” he told Detective Blood after a few minutes. “I want to know what’s
going on here. This is my daughter, and I want to know what’s going on.” Kevin abruptly strode
away and confronted Baker.“She didn’t do anything bad,” Baker said. “It’s not like that.” Then



Baker turned to Allison and said, “I think you really need to talk to your dad and tell him.”Allison
faced her father and, in a shaky voice, declared, “Beau raped me.”Kevin stood on the cold
pavement, gobsmacked. Struggling to make sense of the words his daughter had just spoken,
he wrapped his arms around her. As he hugged Allison and began to process what Beau
Donaldson had done to her, Kevin’s shock and confusion turned into blinding rage.“I thought he
was going to find Beau and kill him or something,” Allison told me, recalling the events of that
night.Beau Donaldson, a junior at the University of Montana at the time of the assault, was on
the school’s football team. Allison Huguet was attending Eastern Oregon University on a track
scholarship. They had grown up together in Missoula and had been inseparable friends since
the first grade, but the relationship had never been romantic.Donaldson often referred to Huguet
as his “little sister,” and the sentiment was reciprocated. Throughout her childhood and
adolescence, Huguet regarded Donaldson as the brother she never had. For the previous
sixteen years, Huguet’s parents had welcomed Donaldson into their home as if he were a
member of their family. “You spend your whole life, when you have kids, protecting them,” Kevin
Huguet told me. “But who thinks their daughter’s trusted friend is actually a monster who is going
to hurt them in the night?”Allison was as angry as her father, but a confounding mix of other
emotions had supplanted her rage. Donaldson raped her on September 25, 2010. She had
waited fifteen months, suffering in silence, before going to the police. During that period she told
nobody beyond her mother and three or four close friends that she had been raped—not even
her father or sisters knew about it. Such reticence, it turns out, is common among victims of
sexual assault. No more than 20 percent of rapes are reported to the police, a statistic that
defies comprehension until one looks closely at how sexual-assault cases are adjudicated in the
United States.Montana is a huge place with relatively few people. Although Missoula is the
state’s second largest city, it only has seventy thousand residents. Congenial and picturesque,
it’s the kind of community that charms first-time visitors into putting money down on real estate
within hours of arriving. Some 42 percent of the population has a bachelor’s degree or higher,
compared to 28 percent of the rest of the nation. Good restaurants and lively bars abound. A
legendary trout stream, the Clark Fork, runs fast and clear through the heart of downtown,
paralleled by an abandoned railroad right-of-way that’s been transformed into a bucolic
thoroughfare for cyclists, joggers, and strollers. South of the river, the city’s unpresuming
neighborhoods stretch across a broad valley, above which five mountain ranges converge.From
Missoula’s origins in the mid-nineteenth century until the late decades of the twentieth, the local
economy depended heavily on timber cut from the surrounding high country. About thirty-five
years ago, however, the forest-products industry began to fall on hard times. Most of the
sawmills closed, and loggers in calk boots and tin pants became an endangered species. A
behemoth pulp mill pumped $45 million annually into the local economy (and at times created a
noxious smog that settled so densely over the city that drivers had to turn on their headlights in
the middle of the day) until 2009, when it was shuttered and sold for scrap.Presently the largest
employer in the Missoula Valley is the University of Montana, by a large margin. With its 15,000



students and more than 800 faculty members, UM, as it is known, has left a deep imprint on the
city. Missoula has a much higher proportion of Democrats, for instance, than the state as a
whole. As locals like to joke, one of the things that’s so great about living in Missoula is that it’s
only twenty minutes from Montana.Despite its liberal bent, in many ways Missoula resembles
other cities of similar size in the Rocky Mountain region. Its population is 92 percent white, 2
percent Native American, 2 percent Hispanic, and less than 1 percent African American. The
median family income is $42,000. Twenty percent of the population lives below the poverty line.
Among Missoulians there is strong support for the right to keep and bear arms, and for limiting
the role of the federal government in their affairs.Missoula has a culture uniquely its own,
however, thanks to the fusion of its gritty frontier heritage with the university’s myriad impacts.
UM has nationally distinguished programs in biology and ecology and is perhaps even more
renowned for its literary bona fides. The faculty of the university’s Creative Writing Program,
founded in 1920, has included such influential authors as Richard Hugo, James Crumley, and
William Kittredge. Reminiscing in one of his incomparable essays about what drew him to
Missoula for the first time, Kittredge wrote,I was looking for what I took to be a genuine world to
inhabit. I wanted to be someone that I could understand and stand—a romantic idea that seems
commonplace in the West these days. . . . The northern Rockies seemed like an undiscovered
land, thick with secrets no one could bother to keep.During a drunken visit to Missoula to go
fishing with Kittredge in 1972, Raymond Carver, the godfather of minimalist fiction, fell head-
over-heels in love with both the town and Diane Cecily, the university’s director of publications.
Richard Ford, the Pulitzer Prize–winning novelist, resided in Missoula for three or four very
productive years in the 1980s and is recalled with pride by its citizenry. The literary figure most
closely identified with the town, however, is Norman Maclean, the author of A River Runs
Through It, the semiautobiographical work of fiction set in Missoula and on the nearby Big
Blackfoot River, from which the Academy Award–winning film starring Brad Pitt was adapted.But
never mind Kittredge or Ford or the Big Blackfoot. Missoulians’ greatest source of civic pride,
hands down, is the University of Montana football team, the beloved Grizzlies of the Big Sky
Conference, who won the Football Championship Subdivision national title in 1995 and 2001.
Their record of twelve straight conference titles prior to 2010 was the second-longest streak in
NCAA Division I history. In 1985, a billionaire Missoula construction magnate named Dennis
Washington donated $1 million to build Washington-Grizzly Stadium, a beautiful facility that
seats 25,200 and is filled to capacity for almost every home game. The Grizzlies’ overall record
from the opening of the stadium through 2011 was a remarkable 174 wins and 24 losses.The
Griz don’t play at the same elite level as college-football colossi like Florida State, Ohio State,
and Alabama. It’s fair to say that the team’s win-loss record would be much less impressive if
they played under the bright lights of the Big Ten or the Southeastern Conference, instead of in a
backwater like the Big Sky. Be that as it may, the Grizzlies inspire the same kind of fanaticism in
Missoula as the Seminoles do in Tallahassee and the Crimson Tide does in Tuscaloosa. UM
fans call themselves “Griz Nation.” Missoula is “Grizzlyville.” It would be hard to overstate the



degree to which Griz football is exalted by the residents of western Montana.Recent events,
however, have forced at least some Missoulians to reconsider their veneration of all things Griz.
In December 2010, four of Beau Donaldson’s teammates on the UM football team allegedly
gang-raped a female student when she was too drunk to resist, and because the football players
claimed the sex was consensual, they were not charged with a crime. A year later, in December
2011, three Griz football players sexually assaulted two female students after allegedly drugging
them. None of these assailants was prosecuted, either.When the latter incident was brought to
light by the local newspaper, UM president Royce Engstrom appointed the Honorable Diane
Barz, who in 1989 became the first woman to serve on the Montana Supreme Court, to launch
an investigation. In a preliminary report, released to the public on December 31, 2011, Barz
wrote,This investigation has revealed . . . evidence of non-consensual sex that is not being
reported in the University system. . . . The University is required to take immediate and
appropriate action.In Barz’s final report, completed on January 31, 2012, she identified nine
sexual assaults by UM students (not all of whom were football players) from September 2010
through December 2011. At the top of the list was the rape of Allison Huguet by Beau
Donaldson. Barz warned,The reports of sexual assaults on the UM campus now require
immediate action and swift compliance with Title IX mandates. . . . A rape-tolerant campus with
ineffective programming, inadequate support service for victim survivors, and inequitable
grievance procedures threatens every student. . . . Acts of sexual violence are vastly under-
reported on college campuses and a victim of sexual assault is likely to suffer from depression,
post-traumatic stress disorder, substance abuse, and academic problems.Diane Barz’s report
rattled Missoula. Then, just three months later, the U.S. Department of Justice revealed that it,
too, was investigating the apparent epidemic of sexual assaults in western Montana. The feds
announced that at least eighty alleged rapes had been reported in Missoula over the preceding
three years and that the DOJ would be scrutinizing “assaults against all women in Missoula, not
just university students.”United States attorney general Eric Holder noted, “The allegations that
the University of Montana, the local police department and the County Attorney’s Office failed to
adequately address sexual assault are very disturbing.”The spate of rapes in Grizzlyville led to
disquieting articles from such national publications as the New York Times and the Wall Street
Journal. But it was a 3,800-word dispatch posted on the website Jezebel nine days after the
DOJ announcement that perhaps did the most damage to Missoula’s good name. Written by
Katie J. M. Baker, it was titled “My Weekend in America’s So-Called ‘Rape Capital,’ ” and the
derogatory moniker went viral, prompting an outcry from Missoulians who believed it was
unfair.Baker’s tart, insightful piece indicated that she wasn’t sure the description was deserved,
however. Her headline was drawn from the article’s second paragraph, in which she quoted a
twenty-year-old Missoula drug dealer who lamented, “People think we’re the ‘rape capital’ of
America now,” before immediately noting, “but we’re not. Missoula is just like any other college
town.”In fact, 80 rapes over the course of three years appears to be “on par with national
averages for college towns of Missoula’s size,” as Baker mentioned in her piece. According to



the FBI’s latest statistics, there were an average of 26.8 “forcible rapes” reported in American
cities the size of Missoula in 2012—which works out to be 80.4 rapes over three years. In other
words, the number of sexual assaults in Missoula might sound alarming, but if the FBI figures
are accurate, it’s actually commonplace. Rape, it turns out, occurs with appalling frequency
throughout the United States.Chapter TwoWhen Allison Huguet was five years old, her family
moved from Kalispell, up near Glacier National Park, to Missoula, where they bought a home in
a quiet neighborhood called Target Range, at the western edge of the city, near the confluence
of the Bitterroot River and the Clark Fork. Huguet enrolled in the first grade at Target Range
School and soon befriended Beau Donaldson. They remained close buddies for the next twelve
years.Huguet and Donaldson graduated together in June 2008 from Big Sky High School, where
both of them were good students and outstanding athletes. Huguet, who competed on the track
team, was the Montana pole-vault champion their senior year. Donaldson set ten school records
on the football field and was honored as the team’s most valuable player. When Donaldson
accepted a scholarship to play football at UM, it was deemed sufficiently important to merit an
article in the Missoulian, the local newspaper. “I’ve always wanted to play for the Griz,”
Donaldson told the paper. He had been recruited by a number of other schools, including
Montana State University, in Bozeman, the archrival of the University of Montana. It was a big
deal in Missoula when he decided to attend UM.Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “This books made me question a lot of things.... This book is typical,
dogged investigative reporting by Jon Krakauer. First, it's hard to imagine that this kind of
nonsense still happens on college campuses. It's been going on for decades. Too much alcohol,
too much macho hubris, and too many "student-athletes" who are handed the keys to the
campus and think they have carte blanche to do anything they want. It seems to happen at all
levels in the two big "revenue sports" of Men's basketball and football.The real story of this book,
for me, was the good 'ol boys (and girls) club that exists in so many small to medium-sized
communities in the US. This was highlighted by the story of Kirsten Pabst, the prosecutor in the
book that, basically, refused to prosecute rapists. Made me wonder how many skeletons were
hanging out in her closet. What a horrible person. Brazen, obnoxious, and ridiculous.The thing I
struggle with, in this book, is the discussion about the role of college campuses in handling
sexual assault cases. in this day and age, if a male is accused of sexual assault, anywhere, their
life could very well be over, as they knew. Whether the accusation is true or not. While I think
"beyond a reasonable doubt" puts too much pressure on the victims, "a preponderance of the
evidence" is equally out of balance with the seriousness of the charge. I wish there were
something in between.I would like to think things have changed since this book was published,
but I am skeptical.”

Desert Mambo, “Important book by a meticulous writer; Thank you, Mr. Krakauer, for writing it.
I've read almost all of Krakauer's books and enjoyed them. All his work shares his meticulous
research and his care for the subjects of his research, and this book is no different. As a rape
survivor, I often found this book a hard read, and sometimes had to put it down--so I would warn
other survivors that this book can trigger bad memories, as the writer includes sometimes
graphic testimony from police reports, trial records and interviews about rape. However, I think it
is an important book, and I'm glad Krakauer, a distinguished author, decided to write this book
on this topic.It's important because "date rape," or rape by someone known, is epidemic, and as
this book shows, the rapists are often not convicted. The book does a good job of showing what
a victim will go through if s/he decides to go to trial; it is often the victim, not the accused, who is
on trial, and as Krakauer notes, this is not the case in any other kind of crime. The book shows
how badly Missoula handled rape cases, from the police who on occasion dismissed the crime,
to the prosecutor's office that declined to prosecute the majority of rape cases that came before
them. But as Krakauer notes, Missoula is not, in fact, unique in this: this problem exists all over
the country. And it's a problem for more than just the victim of the individual crime, because as
the book notes, most rapists are serial rapists and will go on to rape someone else. And yet still
prosecutors decline to prosecute.Because I'm an academic, and have served on university and
college judicial boards, I can say that what I saw very much coincides with what is in this book:
many young women are raped by acquaintances during college, and often, the best that can be



hoped for is that the rapist will be expelled (but that doesn't always happen). This is, in fact, a
huge problem on campuses all over the US, and I am glad Krakauer has brought more attention
to this issue.Though he will probably never see this, I would like to personally thank Mr. Krakauer
for writing this book and bringing this issue to a wider audience. Many women, rape survivors or
not, have written about rape, but as much as I dislike it, their books will not get the same
audience, as some people think of it as a "women's issue" or others simply don't want to read
about, and yet others will suggest women who write about rape are wallowing in victimhood.
These are some of the ways women's writing on rape has been dismissed. In this case, though,
we have a prominent male writer taking on the subject, and the book has already got a wider
audience. Sure, there are rape-apologists that dismiss the book (we see that even here in some
of the reviews), but already, this book has started a wider conversation, and I am glad Mr.
Krakauer has written this book to open the way for that.And who should read this book?
Anyone. Rape survivors, male or female, will find it hard going but important. Young women,
especially, should read it to understand the risks they face. Young men should read it so they
have a clearer understanding of what rape is if they don't already. Parents of college age
children should read it with their children. It would be useful in college classrooms, and I will
probably assign it in my nonfiction writing classes as an example of powerful literary journalism.
And beyond all that, it is simply a searing, but well told story, with parts that read like a courtroom
drama--the parts that deal with the court cases are particularly strong and well-drawn.I
wondered about Mr. Krakauer's reasons for writing this book, because unfortunately, I haven't
encountered a lot of men that seem concerned about rape, unless, of course, they have been
raped themselves, or unless someone they love has been raped. Then I found this at the end of
the book: where Krakauer notes that he was "angry at myself for being so uninformed—not only
about her ordeal but about non-stranger rape in general… My ignorance was inexcusable, and it
made me ashamed.” Ignorance is inexcusable, but this book goes a long way towards shattering
some of that ignorance, and bringing the issue up to a wider audience.A powerful, important
book.”

Igo Hummaan, “4.5 Stars: Harsh Dose of Reality for Those Who Stereotype. I don't often buy
hardcover books on current events but because the author is someone I respect as a largely
impartial observer and documenter of interesting stories and events (opinions on George W
Bush not withstanding), and as a very good writer, I took a chance on this book. I did not regret
it. Aside from the human interest side of the book which is well done, I was able to educate
myself on something that whether we know it or not affects all of our families and friends on
some level.On one level, the facts that Krakauer puts before the reader are not surprising,
assuming you see American Football for what it is, and recognize that the majority religion in this
country is not some branch of Christianity but football itself. We submerse ourselves in it. From
middle-schoolers on up the chain to the NFL, we like to live vicariously through our "grid iron
heroes". Everyone wants their kid to be a gladiator and local hero, and that's magnified 10-fold in



a place like Missoula where the Grizzlies are quite literally the only game in town. We've even
built football into our culture. How consumed by football does a person have to be to spend
hours watching on Saturday, on Sunday, and then TV dramas about fictitious high school football
teams during the week? What's the only thing we like about Mondays? Football. What about a
television show that's all about Fantasy Football? For many people "living for the weekend" quite
literally means living to watch and talk about football.It doesn't take a rocket scientist to see how
out of balance things have become with football. It's a great game, and many players are great
athletes and law-abiding people, but our love for it is so over-the-top that we don't even
recognize ourselves when we hold these guys to a lower standard (i.e. when they get in trouble).
If your drunken neighbor down the street is seen harrassing a woman and later sexually forces
himself on that woman. If charges are brought the reaction is usually "that POS needs jail time!"
But if a football player does the same thing it's nothing but excuses. It was the alcohol that did it,
he's a troubled person and needs our support and help, the woman is confused. A double
standard in favor of the players, in every way.The book shows in grave detail how acceptance
can be difficult even for the victims raped by "one of the good guys." Despite their trauma,
sometimes the next day it's, "this couldn't have really happened, could it?... this guy we liked so
much... he needs help maybe?" The point is not that they don't need help, but that we put the
cart before the horse when it's an athlete. Just as it is with every non-celebrity, it should be trial
and punishment first (if convicted), then you talk about rehab and "getting help" later –– not skip
the trial and go straight to "forgive and get him some help for our local boy," which is exactly what
many people in Missoula wanted. When they weren't outright denying anything bad happened,
or worse, attacking the victims on social media because of the negative impact on the football
roster.Bottom line: Krakauer does a great job of setting the story and delving into every avenue
of our collective failure to recognize this type of rape for what it is, and in particular to hold
ahletes responsible when they're guilty of this crime. From fans, to the university athletic
directors and coaches, to the local PDs, to the attorney's offices (believe it or not the attorneys
create most of the problems, not the police), no one gets a free pass. Nor should they. Did you
ever think to yourself this country would be a lot better off if lawyers didn't take a "win at all costs"
attitude and instead sought only to serve the truth? Well that same attitude compounds many
rape victims' suffering and it goes unnoticed by the public. Many prosecutors even won't take a
case unless it's easy to win. All they give a crap about... is winning. To use football parlance, the
prosecutors quit in the first quarter anytime the score is not in their favor. That's not an
exaggertion but it is a disgrace.Read this book and get educated, share it with a family member
or friend when you're done. Or better yet, someone in a leadership position at your son or
daughter's high school!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good read. Good read”

Jenne, “I love Jon Krakauer and this book didn't disappoint. I love Jon Krakauer and this book



didn't disappoint. I think even though it's based in America, it hits home across the globe as to
how people view rape. I recently watched a documentary along the same lines and it's a very
current issue. This book allows you to question. Graphic in some places it really hits home and
it's hard to continue reading but Krakauer's signature style makes you continue reading, leaving
enough intrigue to make you carry on. This certainly allowed me to develop an interest and then
go on to research further. Although many of the articles online say he is biased I think it's right to
be, who else will give these women a voice if not Krakauer? A damn good read. Have
recommended to anyone who will listen to me and shows an interest in this subject which does
need to be discussed more often and to open the doors on this closed closet.”

LB, “Not for the faint hearted. The author pulls no punches with the descriptions of assault
provided by the women, but what is at least as painful is the narrative of what followed. There is
currently a Facebook group dedicated to removing Kirsten Pabst from office...”

Kate H, “Gripping from the beginning.. Powerful book and one of the best I have ever read. Easy
to read, hard to believe. I couldn't put it down.”

Arupratan, “Are we humans a hopeless creature?. "Rape" is a word which we Indians encounter
in the newspapers on a daily basis. And this book is based on the situation of the victims of a
single city (Missoula, Montana) in the United States.Now I can only imagine what actually
happens with the victims in a third world prejudice-ridden country like India. The shock, the
trauma, the humiliation, the raw pain (both physical and mental), and then the experience of
unkind treatment by the society (sometimes by police and lawmakers as well) that the victim
faces after the tragic incident, it is almost imperceptible for general people (even with sincere
sympathy or compassion towards them) to realize the situation. The victim herself (in most
situations) becomes a taboo, sometimes for life.Jon Krakauer is famous for his previous well-
known books like "Into The Wild" or "Into Thin Air" etc which explores very different kind of topics
than this one. And the way he tackled this book is examplery, brilliant. His mission was not just
the descriptive analysis of the happenings before and after an incident of sexual assault; he's
exposed the causes, contexts, fallacies, prejudices and tendencies that are typical with most
cases. And more than the incident itself, those inhuman features attached to the incident is more
gut wrenching.Don't buy the book with the intention of a casual read. Because this is a sad book.
Sometimes extremely disturbing. Sometimes eerily unnerving. You can't just read it casually.Are
we humans a hopeless creature?”

Milena Scott, “Necessary!. The moment that i started reading, I was just amazed by the stories
Krakauer had to tell. As a Krakauer fan i knew what to expect and i wasn't
disappointed.Remember when we were young and wished to be invisible so we could hear
people's conversations? Well, John Krakauer is the invisible one, standing unseen in police



offices, reception centres in colleges and people's kitchens hearing every word people talk
about this painful topic. He lights stories that would otherwise be unheard and explains why this
topic is so difficult to discuss!Awesome book.”

The book by Jon Krakauer has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 2,102 people have provided feedback.
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